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Phantoms for diffuse optical imaging based on totally absorbing objects, part 2: experimental implementation

Abstract. We present the experimental implementation and validation of a phantom for diffuse optical imaging based on totally absorbing objects for which, in the previous paper [J. Biomed. Opt. 18(6), 066014, (2013)], we have provided the basic theory. Totally absorbing objects have been manufactured as black polyvinyl chloride (PVC) cylinders and the phantom is a water dilution of intralipid-20% as the diffusive medium and India ink as the absorber, filled into a black scattering cell made of PVC. By means of time-domain measurements and of Monte Carlo simulations, we have shown the reliability, the accuracy, and the robustness of such a phantom in mimicking typical absorbing perturbations of diffuse optical imaging. In particular, we show that such a phantom can be used to generate any absorption perturbation by changing the volume and position of the totally absorbing inclusion. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.19.7.076011]
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we present the experimental implementation for a concept for the construction of inhomogeneous phantoms for imaging in diffuse media based on totally absorbing objects that was proposed in the previous companion paper[1] This work stems from the outcome of a large collaboration among seven institutions from four countries within the framework of the European nEUROPt Project that put great emphasis on standardization approaches to assess the performance of non-invasive optical brain imagers. The key motivation for these activities is that, while the investigation of the human body by diffusely propagated light has brought a wealth of different techniques and applications[2–5] (e.g., optical mammography[2], neoadjuvant chemotherapy monitoring[3], breast cancer risk assessment[4], brain functional imaging[5], dosimetry[6], study of epilepsy[7], investigation of bone and joint pathologies[8] and photodynamic therapy[9]), there is still a compelling need for standardization and quality assessment of instruments to bring the whole field to a clinically mature stage.[10] Indeed, the large variety of techniques and instruments addressing diverse clinical problems demand some clearly identified and shared procedures to test and validate the optical systems. Common standardization tools help in comparing results obtained in different clinical studies, permit one to grade different instruments’ performances or subsequent upgrades of the same system, and address the research—particularly at the industrial level—toward those parameters that best match the clinical needs. This process necessarily passes through the proposition of good reproducible and reliable phantoms and procedures, the buildup of a widespread consensus in the scientific community and, at last, the adoption of good laboratory practices and formalization by standardization bodies. Clearly, the availability of well characterized, reliable, reproducible, and realistic phantoms is essential for this process. Concerning homogeneous phantoms, the status is quite advanced, with many tested options[11–13] (e.g., off-the-shelf solid phantoms with well characterized and documented optical properties[14] and good agreement in liquid phantoms’ characterization in multilaboratory studies[15]). Conversely, the situation of inhomogeneous phantoms is less consolidated due to many criticalities and large combinations of geometries and optical properties. Different approaches have been proposed. Without claiming to give a comprehensive review of the whole field here—more information can be gathered in the review papers[16] and a recent special issue of Biomed. Opt. Express—we just recall that three schemes can be adopted for this purpose, namely liquid—liquid[17] liquid–solid[18] and solid–solid[19] structures, each of them with different advantages and criticalities. Liquid–liquid phantoms realize inhomogeneous properties by embedding a liquid solution (typically based on intralipid and ink) in a small cell—made of glass, thin plastic, or latex—suspended within another homogeneous solution. The advantages are the great flexibility and the reliability in the choice of optical properties, the possibility to move the inclusion within the medium, and also to realize a purely homogeneous reference state. Conversely, the main concerns are the
possible light guiding effects in the small cell walls, the challenging fabrication and the exact placement of soft-flexible objects, the great perturbation produced by transparent walls in the measurement tank for reflectance measurements, and generally the complex handling procedures in routine clinical settings. The liquid–solid approach replaces the liquid perturbation with a solid one crafted from a solid phantom or from a liquid phantom solidified with the addition of a hardener, e.g., agar or polyacrylamide. In this case, the handling and the replacement of the perturbation is easier, and light-guiding effects are avoided. On the other hand, the exact matching of optical properties is not trivial due to the application of two different phantom recipes, the fact that the hardener may change the inclusion properties, and the refractive index mismatch between the solid inclusion and its surroundings has to be considered. Solid–solid structures are definitely the best solution for routine use in clinics and also as a fast and reliable option in the laboratory. Yet, the fabrication of such phantoms is not straightforward. It is not possible to replace or move the perturbation, and it is not trivial to precisely measure the optical properties of the inclusion. Among this class, one can also mention electrically activated phantoms where a local increase in the absorption properties is produced by localized heating of targets impregnated with thermochromic pigment, or liquid-crystal–based dynamic phantom for quality assurance of functional near-infrared spectroscopy devices. Dynamic changes can be easily achieved with such a rugged solid phantom, yet exact control and reproducibility are still an issue.

Our approach presented in the following is based on the recently formulated equivalence relation (ER) between realistic and totally absorbing optical inhomogeneities that states the equivalence between the perturbation produced by a given absorption inhomogeneity embedded in a diffusive medium and that produced by black object of appropriate volume. Generally speaking, for a given reduced scattering coefficient \( \mu_s \) in the background medium, the ER identifies—within the set of all possible absorption inhomogeneities—subclasses of equivalent objects producing the same effect in terms of absorption perturbation. Each subclass contains only one totally absorbing spherical inclusion, but contains an infinite variety of absorption inhomogeneities with different combinations of the absorption variation \( \Delta \mu_a \), volume, and shape, all producing the same absorption perturbation. Apart from a few extreme cases—as for very low absorption perturbations quite close to the source or the detector—the correspondence is general, holds true both for time-resolved (TR) and continuous wave (CW) approaches, and is fairly independent of the measurement geometry, source–detector distance, and location of the inhomogeneity as well as of the background absorption coefficient (\( \mu_a \)). The inhomogeneous phantom proposed hereafter is based on the suspension of black polyvinyl chloride (PVC) cylinders within a water suspension of intralipid and ink. Although totally absorbing objects (e.g., black PVC cylinders) have already been used in diffuse optical spectroscopy experiments, their equivalence to realistic perturbations was never stated and an extensive study on their aptness to mimic realistic and controlled situations is still lacking.

In the following, we will first describe the design of the phantom and the key components (Sec. 1). Then, we will analyze—using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and analytical solutions of the diffusion equation (DE)—possible sources of inaccuracies in the experimental implementation (Sec. 3). Finally, we will show the experimental validation of the proposed phantom obtained with comparisons of TR diffuse reflectance measurements with the results of MC simulations (Sec. 4).

## 2 Phantom Construction

Liquid phantoms offer a high flexibility regarding changes of optical properties and realization of inhomogeneous geometries. The preparation of liquid phantoms with known optical properties is based on intralipid-20% as a diffusive medium and on India ink as an absorber by using a water dilution of these two components. These components have been thoroughly characterized in terms of a reduced scattering coefficient and absorption coefficient for intralipid, and an absorption coefficient for ink, both with CW measurements and TR measurements. The amounts of components to be mixed are solely determined by accurate weighing, which ensures that the concentrations are known with high accuracy.

Intralipid is a pharmaceutical product used for parenteral nutrition consisting of small fat droplets suspended in water that make it a highly scattering medium. The uniformity among batches is excellent and the optical properties remain stable for a long time. Measurements on samples with expiration dates spanning over about 10 years showed that for the reduced scattering coefficient batch-to-batch variations were within 2% and that the absorption coefficient is very small and practically equal to the absorption of water. Furthermore, very similar optical properties have been measured for several fat emulsions of different brands having a composition similar to intralipid. These results are not unexpected, since these fat emulsions are pharmaceutical products with a well-defined composition that undergo stringent quality controls. In particular, the size distribution of fat particles, which significantly affects the scattering properties, should be carefully controlled to avoid the formation of large particles that may cause thrombosis in small vessels. We, therefore, expect that the optical properties will remain almost unchanged as long as the composition and the production process remain unchanged.

As for India ink, it is an insoluble suspension of carbon particles in water, chemically and spectroscopically stable, nontoxic, nonfluorescent, and it does not alter the scattering properties of intralipid when mixed in water. Its main drawback is that the particles may sediment over time giving rise to clusters, therefore, to obtain reproducible and stable optical properties, it is necessary to apply ultrasound before using. Furthermore, since particles are large enough to scatter an appreciable fraction of visible and near-infrared light, measuring the absorption coefficient of India ink becomes difficult. In Ref. 44, the optical properties of samples from different brands and different batches have been systematically investigated. Measurements showed large brand-to-brand and batch-to-batch variations (more than a factor of two) both for absorption and extinction coefficients. However, the ratio between the absorption and the extinction coefficient showed small variations: the value averaged over the different brands and batches was 0.839 at 632.8 nm and 0.885 at 751 and 833 nm, with deviations from the average within about 4%. These results suggest that the measurements of the extinction coefficient (accurate values can be easily obtained with measurements of collimated transmittance), together with the results of Ref. 44 can be used to predict the absorption coefficient of India ink with an uncertainty probably less than 4%.
Results for the intrinsic optical properties of intralipid and India ink, almost identical to those shown in Refs. 22 and 46, have been recently obtained by a multicenter experiment that involved nine laboratories with different instrumentations and methodologies. These results indicate that the optical properties of a mixture of intralipid and India ink in water can be predicted by making use of the intrinsic optical properties shown in Refs. 22, 26, and 46. A phantom with well-known optical properties can therefore be obtained by carefully controlling the concentrations of intralipid and India ink with accurate weighing of the different components and without the need for complicated characterization measurements.

A scattering cell made of black PVC is a suitable container to prepare both homogeneous and inhomogeneous liquid phantoms (see Fig. 1). Photons impinging on the black walls are reflected or absorbed and uncontrolled guiding effects are avoided. Boundary conditions are therefore well known and they can be precisely modelled both in the MC simulations and with analytical models. The scattering cell used for the implementation of the inhomogeneous phantom has a frontal wall of black PVC with small transparent windows that allow the laser light to enter the diffusive medium, and the re-emitted light to be collected outside the cell. In particular, we considered two kinds of walls at the entrance surface designed with different sizes and distances of the small transparent windows, denoted as Cell #1 and Cell #2. Cell #1 had a 3-mm frontal wall and five transparent circular windows (separation 10 mm) having a diameter of 3 mm; Cell #2 had a 2-mm frontal wall and three transparent circular windows (separations 20 mm, 30 mm) having a diameter of 7 mm. The size of the windows has been chosen to minimally perturb light propagation and has been adapted to the size of the fiber bundles used. The perturbations introduced by the scattering cell on light propagation (finite size, effect of the windows) will be analyzed in Sec. 3. Since it is very difficult to make a small inhomogeneity with well-known optical properties, the authors proposed in the previous paper using a totally absorbing inclusion and having the volume determined by the ER in order to mimic the perturbation due to small localized variations of the absorption coefficient. This is possible since for a fixed position of the inhomogeneity the shape of the TR relative perturbation is almost independent of both the absorption coefficient and the volume of the inhomogeneity. Small black PVC cylinders with different dimensions (see Fig. 1) immersed in the liquid phantom were used to mimic real perturbations exploiting the ER, as discussed in Sec. 3. The plastic inclusion is held by a rigid metallic wire (0.5-mm music wire) painted white in order to reduce the perturbation introduced on the shape of the TR response. The negligible effect of the perturbation due to the white wire was verified by performing TR measurements with the wire placed in different positions inside the liquid phantoms (data not shown).

Finally, we notice that the angular divergence of photons exiting the scattering cell is limited by the thickness and size of the windows. For photons exiting the scattering cell in the center of the window the maximum divergence is 26 deg for

![Fig. 1](image-url)
Cell#1 and 60 deg for Cell#2. However, we stress that within the diffusion approximation the shape of the temporal and spatial distributions of exiting photons is independent of the acceptance angle of the detector.

3 Simulations

In the companion paper the ER between a totally absorbing spherical inclusion and a perturbation with a finite absorption and given volume embedded in an otherwise homogeneous diffusive medium has been introduced and validated by means of the MC simulations considering the infinite slab geometry. The practical implementation of this approach can only approximately reproduce this ideal condition. The main critical aspects that arise for the proposed implementation have been investigated using the MC simulations and a solution of the DE. An MC code to simulate photon migration through media containing absorbing objects has been used to study the effects related to the shape of the inclusion and to generate reference data for the experiments. Another MC code, designed for photon migration through layered media, has been properly modified and used to study the effect of the transparent windows. An analytical solution of the DE has been used to investigate the boundary effects of the scattering cell.

3.1 Effect of Boundaries of the Scattering Cell

The black cell considered for the preparation of the inhomogeneous phantoms is obviously only an approximation of an infinitely extended slab. It has internal dimensions $120 \times 140 \times s$ mm$^3$, where the thickness $s$ can be varied. We studied the effects exerted by the lateral boundaries on the temporal point spread function (TPSF) in different conditions. In Fig. 2, we report the time-dependent perturbations due to the finite lateral extension of the scattering cell with respect to the infinitely extended slab, in reflectance geometry, for different values of the interfiber distance $\rho$ and the reduced scattering coefficient $\mu_s'$. For calculating these perturbations, we used the solution of the DE for a parallelepiped shaped diffusive medium. From Fig. 2, one can note that the perturbation due to the boundaries decreases as the reduced scattering coefficient increases. In particular, for $\mu_s' = 0.5$ mm$^{-1}$, the perturbations are in the order of 5% or less for times of flight below 4500 ps at all interfiber distances. This temporal range is large enough to encompass what can be obtained experimentally from measurements performed using these phantoms. The results reported in Fig. 2 pertain to a cell thickness $s = 70$ mm, but simulations showed that the effect of lateral boundaries is independent of $s$. We also point out that the results of Fig. 2 are independent of the absorption coefficient $\mu_a$ of the medium.

3.2 Effect of the Shape of a Totally Absorbing Inclusion

All the results obtained in the companion paper pertain to spherical totally absorbing inclusions. Nevertheless, for the practical realization of the inhomogeneous phantoms, we propose to use black PVC cylinders with height equal to diameter as inclusions, because the manufacturing of small cylindrical objects is easier. Therefore, the effect due to this change in shape has to be studied. As a matter of fact, one can expect that the cylinder is more efficient in absorbing photons with respect to a sphere of the same volume, because the cylinder’s surface is larger than that of the sphere by a factor of about 1.14 (in the case of a cylinder with height equal to diameter) and for a totally absorbing inclusion, for a photon to disappear it is enough that its trajectory intersects the inclusion surface. In the MC simulations, we assumed the reflectance geometry with an interfiber distance $\rho = 30$ mm and the inclusion located halfway at a depth of 15 mm. Furthermore, different values for the inclusion volume $(1, 10, 100, 500, 1000$ mm$^3)$ and for the reduced scattering coefficient $(0.5, 1$ mm$^{-1})$ have been considered. In Fig. 3, some examples of the results for the relative perturbations for reflectance, $\Delta R(t)/R(t)$ (with $\Delta R = R_{\text{inhom}} - R_{\text{hom}}$) (reflectance perturbation and $R = R_{\text{hom}}$ unperturbed reflectance), due to cylindrical and spherical inclusions are reported as a function of time. We notice that the effect of using cylindrical inclusions leads to only a small increase in the absorption efficiency with respect to spherical inclusions of the same volume: the relative perturbation ranges between about 10% for the smallest volumes to 6% for the largest ones. On the other hand, the time dependence of the perturbations is not significantly affected (differences are appreciable only for early times in the rising edge of the TPSF and involve only a small fraction of received photons). The results of additional simulations show that the ratios between perturbations due to cylindrical inclusions and those due to spherical inclusions do not depend on the background reduced scattering coefficient (data not shown).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{Deviations of the TR diffuse reflectance $R(t)$ due to the finite lateral extension of the scattering cell, in reflectance geometry, for different values of the interfiber distance $\rho$ and the reduced scattering coefficient $\mu_s'$. Examples for both Cell #1 (a) and Cell #2 (b) are reported.}
\end{figure}
3.3 Effect of Reflections at the Interface Between Inclusion and Medium

In the simulations exploited in the companion paper to validate the ER, the refractive index of the totally absorbing inclusion was the same as of the background medium. In the phantom considered here, the black PVC cylinders have a refractive index \( n = 1.54 \) which is clearly different from that of the surrounding water suspension \( (n_{\text{BKG}} = 1.33) \). Due to this index mismatch, a fraction \( R_{\text{refl}} \) of the radiation will be reflected from the inclusion instead of being absorbed according to the following expression:

\[
R_{\text{refl}} = \frac{\int_0^{\pi/2} R_F(\theta) I(\theta) \cos(\theta) \sin(\theta) \, d\theta}{\int_0^{\pi/2} I(\theta) \cos(\theta) \sin(\theta) \, d\theta},
\]

where \( I(\theta) \) is the radiance impinging on the inclusion surface at an angle \( \theta \), while \( R_F(\theta) \) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for unpolarized light. For an isotropic radiance and the current refractive indexes, Eq. (1) gives \( R_{\text{refl}} \approx 0.0366 \). Hence, the effect of the refractive index mismatch is to reduce the absorption efficiency of the black PVC inclusion for about 3.7%, partly compensating for the increase in the absorption efficiency arising from the shape effect described in Sec. 3.2.

3.4 Effect of the Transparent Windows

In this section, we study the effect of the transparent windows on photon propagation. For this purpose, an MC code for propagation through layered media has been properly modified. The transparent windows are made of Plexiglass that we assumed to have the same refractive index as PVC \( (n = 1.54) \). The results of the MC simulations for Cell #2 (see Fig. 4), except for some peaks due to the noise, show that the TR mean pathlength, \( \langle \ell \rangle(t) \), followed inside the transparent windows by detected photons is almost independent of the total time of flight of detected photons and only slightly larger than two times the thickness of the windows. The only remarkable effect of the windows in this case is to increase the trajectory length of all the photons by 4.6 mm on average. The perturbation can be easily taken into account by a temporal delay that is independent of the time of flight of detected photons and equal to the time necessary to cross the windows. Except for this temporal shift, the shape of the TR response is not affected by the transparent windows. Figure 5 reports the trajectories of the first 50 detected photons for Cell #2 at a 30-mm interfiber distance. The pencil light beam enters at \( x = y = z = 0 \); the three transparent windows, centered at \( x = 0, 20 \text{ mm}, \) and \( 30 \text{ mm} \), are between \( z = 0 \) and \( z = 2 \text{ mm} \). Five multiple crossing (10% of the considered trajectories) are distinguishable: one through the input window, one through the window at \( x = 20 \text{ mm} \), and three through the output window.

Fig. 3 Left column: relative perturbations for reflectance, \( \Delta R(t)/R(t) \), to the homogeneous temporal point spread function due to cylindrical and spherical inclusions. Right column: ratios between the perturbations reported in the left column. Volumes of the inclusions are 10 mm\(^3\) (top row) and 500 mm\(^3\) (bottom row), while \( \mu_s = 0.5 \text{ mm}^{-1} \). Results have been obtained considering a reflectance geometry with 30-mm interfiber distance and the inclusion located half-way between source and detector at a depth of 15 mm.

![Fig. 3](image)

Fig. 4 Examples of Monte Carlo (MC) results for the time-dependent mean pathlength spent by received photons inside the transparent windows of Cell #2 (2-mm-thick with a diameter of 7 mm) illuminated with a conical beam with spot size 5 mm and numerical aperture 0.39 of the detection fiber bundle. The diffusive medium has \( \mu_s' = 1 \text{ mm}^{-1} \). The refractive index is 1.33 for the diffusive medium, 1.54 for both the transparent windows and the wall, and 1 for the external medium. The simulations were performed with 20 and 30 mm of interfiber distance.

![Fig. 4](image)
exit window. The $z$ interval from 0 to 2 mm corresponds to the wall with windows. The photon trajectories in this interval represent crossings of the window.

Similar investigations to those presented in Figs. 4 and 5 have been also done for Cell #1. For Cell #1, we can conclude that the time shape of the TPSF is not affected by the presence of the transparent windows and the length of all the photon trajectories increases by an average of 6.3 mm, independently of the photon arrival time, for both a collimated and a conical beam. This larger increase of the trajectory length with respect to the expected one (6 mm) is mainly due to the oblique crossing of the transparent windows. The major effect of these small transparent windows in Cell #1 results in a strong reduction of the field-of-view of the detection system. Figure 6 reports the trajectories of the first 50 detected photons at a 30-mm interfiber distance. In particular, none of the 50 trajectories crosses the input and the output transparent windows more than once. Again, the small dimensions of these windows prevents multiple crossings.

If we compare Cell #2 to Cell #1, we note that the increase of the trajectory length in Cell #2 is larger (more than 10% of the expected 4 mm) and mainly due to multiple crossings, facilitated by the larger dimension of the transparent windows of Cell #2 (7 mm in diameter against 3 mm for Cell #1). It is worth pointing out that if completely transparent walls were used for the container, the propagation would be greatly different compared to the case of the black walls analyzed here, with large distortions of the temporal response as shown in Ref. [35].

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed with a laboratory setup (Exp1) exhibiting high time resolution, as well as with a time-domain optical brain imager devised for clinical applications (Exp2, Exp3). In the setup Exp1, a supercontinuum laser SC500-6 with acousto-optic tunable filter (Fianium Ltd, Southampton, United Kingdom), operated at 800 nm and provided picosecond pulse trains with a repetition rate of 40.5 MHz. The TR reflectance was measured with a hybrid detector module HPM-100-50 and an SPC-134 system for time-correlated single-photon counting (both Becker&Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany). The source fiber was a 2-m-long graded-index fiber, whereas in the detection path a multimode fiber (length 2 m, diameter 1 mm, numerical aperture 0.39) was employed. The time-domain optical brain image[36] contained a picosecond diode laser system Sepia (Pico-Quant GmbH, Berlin, Germany) and was equipped with two types of detector modules based on the fast photomultipliers R7400U-02 and H7422P-50 (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan), respectively, for configurations Exp2 and Exp3. In all configurations, the initial count rate without absorber was
adjusted to about $1 \times 10^6 \text{s}^{-1}$. The collection time was $100 \times 1 \text{s}$ for all measurements.

4.2 Experimental Results

The validation of the proposed inhomogeneous phantom was obtained by a comparison between time domain experimental results of absorption perturbations measured from the phantom and the results of the MC simulations. Indeed, the purpose of this comparison was not to validate the ER, but to show that the implemented phantom can really generate absorption perturbations of the expected values. A simple experiment is considered to be one that illustrates a basic application of an inhomogeneous phantom. A totally absorbing black PVC cylinder was suspended in the black PVC tank containing a water suspension of intralipid and ink ($\mu_s = 0.01 \text{mm}^{-1}$, $\mu'_a = 1.0 \text{mm}^{-1}$). The optical properties of the background diffusive liquid medium were determined with an uncertainty of less than 3% by previous calibration campaigns on intralipid and India ink. Making reference to an orthogonal coordinate system $xyz$, we had on the plane $z = 0$ the source fiber (placed at $x = y = 0$) and the detection fiber (placed at $x = 30 \text{ mm}$ and $y = 0$). The cylinder was moved in the midplane between source and detector ($x = 15 \text{ mm}$) with the help of a translation stage, parallel (in the $z$ direction) to the source and detection fibers with its axis aligned along the $y$ axis. Measurements were taken at various distances $z$ between the cylinder axis and the wall from 6 to 30 mm in 2-mm steps, and for the homogeneous case. Measurements were repeated with different cylinders (from 25 to 500 mm$^3$).

The depth-dependent contrast for moments derived from the TPSFs measured with the setup Exp1 is shown in Fig. 7 for total photon counts $N$ and variance $V$. The integration limits were chosen at 0.1% of the maximum value of the TPSF. Panels (a) and (b) report the relative contrast, $-\Delta N/N$, for total photon counts and differences in variance, $-\Delta V$, respectively, for $z$ scans of black PVC cylinders of various sizes. As expected, the contrast for total photon counts diminishes with depth and increases with the size of the inclusion. The same happens for the difference in variance, with the expected changing sign of variance contrast between 10 and 12 mm in depth. The results of the MC simulations for black spheres of equal volume are also shown. Agreement with the experimental results is very good. We stress that the experimental results and the MC results were noticed between simulations and experiments can be explained by possible systematic errors due to the uncertainty of positioning the cylinders in the $z$ direction ($\pm 0.5 \text{ mm}$) and to the different shapes of the inclusions, spheres in the MC simulations and cylinders in the experiments. In Fig. 7, the sensitivity plots based on a perturbation model pertaining to the same situation of Fig. 7 have been shown. Note that the changing sign of variance contrast in Fig. 7 is in accordance with the behavior of the related sensitivity plots of Fig. 6. The sign change of $-\Delta V$ (i.e., $V_{\text{hom}} - V_{\text{inhom}}$) around $z \approx 10 \text{ mm}$ can be explained by considering the different effects of the absorbing cylinder on photon migration when it is placed at different depths in the medium. When the defect is located at shallow depths, it will mainly absorb photons that travel along relatively short paths. When the black cylinder is located more deeply in the medium, it mainly influences photons with long paths. In the former (latter) case, the variance in the inhomogeneous case will be larger (smaller) than in the homogeneous case. In Fig. 7, the results obtained with the three different setups, Exp1, Exp2, and Exp3, were plotted for the different cylinders at one particular depth together with the MC results. The results refer to the same contrasts as plotted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), i.e., relative contrast for total photon counts and difference in variance for the respective $z$ values of the maximum contrast magnitude. The results obtained with the three different experimental setups largely coincide. This is a consequence of the fact that the measurements based on differences in variance and other moments are virtually independent of the instrumental response function. On the other hand, the agreement between the three experimental datasets is an indication of the repeatability of the measurement.

Figure 7 displays the dependence of the contrast ($-\Delta N/N$ and $-\Delta V$) on the inclusion in terms of the equivalent absorption change in a 1000-mm$^3$ volume. These absorption changes were derived by means of the analytical relation between the volume of a black inclusion and the equivalent $\Delta \mu_a$, which we provided in our previous paper. The dependence on $\Delta \mu_a$ shown in Fig. 7 turns out to be strongly nonlinear. This nonlinearity versus $\Delta \mu_a$ is not a consequence of the ER, but is a consequence of the physics of photon migration in the presence of strongly absorbing objects in general. It should be noted that the equivalent $\Delta \mu_a$ of the largest cylinder almost equals the tenfold background absorption, which is obviously very far from being a small absorption change. The contrast is linear in $\Delta \mu_a$ only for very small changes (for black inclusions with a volume $\lesssim 50 \text{ mm}^3$) for which the Born approximation is valid.
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Fig. 7 Panels (a) and (b) show a comparison between experiments and MC simulations pertaining to the relative contrast, $-\Delta N/N$, for total photon counts $N$ (a) and difference in variance, $-\Delta V$, (b) for $z$ scans of black PVC cylinders of various sizes, circles—measured, triangles—MC simulation.
The simple test done with this experiment, although it did not exhaust all the scenarios for the use of such an inhomogeneous phantom, is relevant since it testifies to the reliability and accuracy of the implemented phantom in reproducing absorption perturbations of any value and kind. The intensity and the kind of the absorption perturbation can be accurately determined by varying the position and volume of the black PVC inclusions. We finally point out that the effects of total absorption perturbations can also be simulated with the solvers recently proposed in Ref. 53 that calculates the perturbation with good accuracy and in a short time both for time and CW domains. These forward solvers and the implemented phantom described in this paper form a tool for studying imaging with biomedical optics instrumentation. For the forward calculations, we also mention the CW solver by Esposito et al. 54 that shows excellent performances.

5 Conclusions

The intent of this work was to provide a practical implementation and an experimental validation of the inhomogeneous phantom proposed in Ref. 1, where the basic concepts were presented. The practical implementation and realization of the phantom was achieved by making use of a liquid phantom accommodated inside a black scattering cell made of PVC. The totally absorbing inclusions were realized with manufactured cylinders made of black PVC. By adjusting the volume of the cylinders, it was possible to change the intensity of the absorption perturbation included inside the medium. The problems with this type of phantom realization have been investigated by means of numerical simulations. In particular, the following effects have been studied: (1) The perturbation introduced on photon migration by the transparent windows as an interface between medium and superficial optodes; (2) the perturbation introduced by the finite size of the phantom; (3) the shape effects of the totally absorbing inclusion; (4) the effects of reflections at the interface between inclusion and medium. The results of Sec. 3 show that the distortion on photon migration introduced by these effects is about 6% in total. The results of Fig. 7 finally show that the experiments accurately reproduce the MC simulations, so we can conclude that the implemented phantom translates the concepts described in Ref. 1 into practice.

The phantom has been described for a single totally absorbing inclusion and for TR reflectance measurements. However, the phantom can be also used to simulate multiple inclusions, a layered structure (by inserting Mylar foils parallel to the surface to separate different regions), or a combination of both layered structure and localized inclusions. Moreover, the cell can be easily adapted for transmission geometry; It is sufficient to equip the rear wall of the scattering cell with appropriate transparent windows for detection. Furthermore, if used for frequency-domain or CW experiments, we expect the same reliability and accuracy as we have shown for time-domain measurements.
It is worth mentioning that the nEUROPt protocol was based on the phantom described here for the performance assessment of time-domain optical brain imagers. A set of eight identical kits were prepared and circulated among several laboratories. Up to now, eight different instruments have been thoroughly tested.

A further step in the implementation proposed here is the realization of the same concept of an inhomogeneous phantom using a solid–solid structure. Work is in progress to provide the required reliability and accuracy of this alternative solution. Such solid–solid phantom construction may be preferred for the routine use of such tools, since re-preparation of the liquid component is necessary for any use of the phantom, whereas the liquid–solid implementation described in the present paper offers the best control of the optical properties of the background medium and the best flexibility.

A final remark: The absorber used for the proposed phantom is India ink. Because it is a suspension of insoluble carbon particles in an aqueous medium, India ink also scatters light. Its absolute absorption is not necessary. Furthermore, since particles tend to gather together, to obtain reproducible optical properties the dilutions must be sonicated before using. These difficulties can be overcome using nanofluids based on Carbon nanohorns. It has been shown that at near infrared wavelengths the abode of these nanofluids is practically equal to zero, so that their absorption coefficient can be simply and precisely determined with spectrophotometric measurements. Furthermore, the absorption coefficient of these nanofluids is very stable over a long time and ultrasound application is not necessary.
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